Clean shipping
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adopts a range of alternative policies and power systems.
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of global trade continues to grow, this proportion
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IQMWWMSRWJVSQXLI[SVPH´WQIVGLERX¾IIXWI\GIIHW
FMPPMSRXSRRIWSJ'3, twice that of the aviation
sector. While planes and cars have been a common
JSGYW MR XLI TSTYPEV QIHME MR XLI XLMRO XEROW ERH
transport forums around the world, ships have been
rising up the agenda. Not surprisingly, then, this is now
EKVS[MRKGSRGIVRJSVQER]KSZIVRQIRXWWIIOMRKXS
XEOI WXITW XS VIHYGI RSX SRP] '3 emissions but
also other environmental impacts such as waste
contamination. As a result, people are turning to the
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potentially provide.
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Most people are unaware that almost every product
is transported by sea at some stage. Put simply, when
it comes down to shifting material around the planet,
ships offer the best option, particularly when it comes
XS FYPO XVERWTSVX SJ SVI GSEP SMP ERH GIVIEPW JSV
which there is no alternative. For consumer goods
and foods, the only option is the far more costly one
of air freight. As a result the global shipping industry
is booming.
Currently, maritime transport is handling around
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every product is transported by sea at
some stage.
past decade, the number of cargo miles has doubled
JVSQFMPPMSRXSEVSYRHFMPPMSRXSRRI
miles. With the world economy set to continue to
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since freight rates are very competitive, companies
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originally planned. This means that while some ship
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operate their ships as cheaply as possible and just
follow the minimum regulations.
Comparing air and sea transport is an issue that
several people have been focused on in recent years.
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way to solve the long-distance transport problem
was to revert to the way it was done before planes:
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sad truth is that ocean liners use more energy per
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The sad truth is that ocean liners use
more energy per passenger-kilometre
(pkm) than jumbo jets.
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that, in the freight world, ‘international shipping is a
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improvements to be gained in shipping beyond just
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consumption software and advanced materials are
in the repertoire, but clean shipping is increasingly
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one designed and operated so that it maximises
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and reduced environmental impact. Over the past
few years, momentum for change has been building
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addressed: slower speeds, better hydrodynamics
and new power generation technologies are being
EHSTXIH XS MQTVSZI SZIVEPP JYIP IJ½GMIRG] PS[
sulphur fuels are being introduced to reduce exhaust
emissions to the air; waste reduction and onboard
recycling is increasing to reduce to zero the refuse,
sewage and cargo discharges to the sea.
Companies and governments around the world are
planning to change the status quo and are adopting

clean ship strategies. For example, twenty-seven
countries in the North Atlantic have signed the
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agency responsible for ship safety and environmental
protection, is introducing higher regulatory standards.

A clean ship is one designed and
operated so that it maximises the
opportunities for improved energy
IJ½GMIRG]ERHVIHYGIHIRZMVSRQIRXEP
impact.
Cargo owners are starting to specify environmental
performance targets for ships that are used to transport
their goods and cradle-to-grave environmental
footprinting is bringing wider consumer attention to
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– such as lower insurance costs for clean ships – are
being introduced and several governments and port
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Cargo owners are starting to specify
environmental performance targets for
ships that are used to transport their
goods.
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shipping – another structural shift for the maritime
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ships by environmental performance.
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number of clean ships will have been built and will be
FIMRKMRXVSHYGIH&]XLIREXYVISJXLISZIVEPP
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from an overall emissions perspective will be the
adoption of new fuel and power options that are
already available or coming on stream soon: nuclearpowered vessels are common in the navy and are
MRGVIEWMRKP]FIMRKEHSTXIHJSVQIVGLERX¾IIXWQSVI
WLMTW EVI YWMRK PMUYI½IH REXYVEP KEW 02+  XS JYIP
XLIMV IRKMRIW [LMGL EVI WMKRM½GERXP] GPIERIV XLER
marine diesel ones; fuel cells are being developed
for marine applications; solar power is being used

By 2020, the nature of the overall
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for onboard equipment; wind-assisted propulsion is
FIMRKVIMRZIRXIHVERKMRKJVSQXLIYWISJPEVKIOMXIW
to pull vessels along to the reintroduction of highXIGLWEMPWXLEXGER[SVO[MXLSXLIVTS[IVSTXMSRW
ERHTVSZMHI SJXLIIRIVK]VIUYMVIH
At the same time, new designs of ship hulls are
being introduced that reduce friction and so reduce
energy consumption. Low-friction paint coatings are
also becoming available. We can also expect to see
TIRXEQEVERW ¯ JEWX GEVKS WLMTW [MXL ½ZI LYPPW XLEX
½PP XLI KET FIX[IIR I\TIRWMZI EMV XVERWTSVX ERH
slow traditional ships. Clean ships will become a
common point of discussion, and not just in specialist
transport forums.
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